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SWAN: 
FOR CONDUCTED AMPLIFIED SEPTET, ELECTRONICS, AND VIDEO PROJECTIONS 
MURAT ÇOLAK 
Boston University College of Fine Arts, 2018 
Major Professor: Joshua Fineberg, D.M.A., Professor of Music, Composition and Theory 
ABSTRACT 
Swan is a multimedia work for conducted ensemble with amplified instruments, electronics and video projections. Swan is about going out: going out to the street, to the club, to a ritual, to a party or 
a funeral. It’s about real places with real people, but less about the realities of these places and more about their vibe. It’s about getting out of home, the studio, the institution, going to places where 
people connect and do things, sing, dance, laugh, cry, perform or celebrate. The music of Swan come from ‘outside.’ Swan’s aesthetic is a blend of Turkish/Islamic and pop-cultural elements. The 
opening section, Korridor, is a drone/ambient movement with a big trance synth part. It is ritual music. It is big, dense, heavy, and it moves slowly, like lava. Karaoke Mahshar is a Turkish Trance-Pop 
hybrid. It is a very melancholic, dark piece of music. The instrumental choir sing an emotional pop/“fantasy music” (a Turkish genre) melody in unison over a flamboyant electronic track. It’s the 
soundtrack to a club for the wasted, for emotional after-hours karaoke. The final section, Rod Modell, is a dub-techno influenced ambient movement. It is the sound of a giant, post-apocalyptic mosque 
- a mosque sunken in chalky waters. This section evolves to a big, stretched monophonic melody, a song from the old times, which finally cadences to an electronically processed “tilâvet”.  
I started composing Swan in July 2016 in Turkey, before the military coup attempt took place. The work is not programmatic, however, the sound materials I worked with, the musical references and 
the sonic and visual iconography it incorporates are rather influenced by and derive from the sounds, sights and emotions I experienced during my stay. By the end of my visit, a person who had 
been very dear to my heart, Ferhunde Köke, had passed away. I recorded the sounds of her burial accompanied by a hafız’s recitation of the Surah Al-Baqarah 2:156  from the Holy Qur’an which I 
edited, processed and ended this work with. 
Key Words: Electroacoustic music, contemporary Turkish music, multimedia composition, tilâvet, trance, 2016 Turkish coup d’état attempt. 
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FORCES 
Amplified ensemble and electronics with conductor: 
Flutist with C flute, snare drum, 10-inch crash cymbal, and bow. 
Oboist with oboe only. 
Clarinetist with soprano clarinet in B-flat, and prepared bass clarinet (the overdrive bass) in B-flat. 
Percussionist with hi-hat, maracas, piccolo woodblock, singing bowl, crotales, baking paper, bongos, and ratchet. 
Pianist with prepared grand piano, analogue bass synthesizer (Novation Bass Station II), and coil spring. Violinist with the IV string detuned (F3) and prepared. 
Cellist with the IV string detuned (C1) and the III string prepared. 





SWAN is a short album (similar to an EP) composed/produced to be performed live on stage and/or to be recorded in a studio. 
The electronics and the instrumental parts were composed simultaneously. They complement each other and both parts are equally important. 
The live sound that is the combination of the amplified instruments and their acoustic sounds, the electronic part, the synthesizer, and the venue/ 
studio acoustics is extremely important and should be handled/engineered with care so that the production value is present for the audience. 
The performance should take place under dim light/85% darkness. Performers should use stand lights.  
Performers’ movements/gestures on/with their instruments shouldn’t be emphasized by the lighting available in the venue or via any additional source of lighting. 
Optional lighting design to be considered depending on the venue/event. 
It is highly encouraged that the performers use tablets for their parts instead of paper copies.  
The conductor should be seated, facing towards the ensemble. 
Casual, minimal clothing black/shades of grey/earth colors is encouraged.  
SWAN is structured upon a strict time-grid, and the form is worked out proportionally (mostly 4-bar/16-beat portions with occasional irregularities). 
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PERFORMANCE NOTES (Cont’d) 
Since the time grid and the underlying (sometimes quite audible) pulse are very important, precision in the execution of the instrumental parts is essential. 
Below is a hierarchy of parameters: 
 Precision in individual and ensemble rhythm 
  Precision in loudness levels  
Precision in individual and ensemble physicality  
 Precision in intonation 
 




   x 
PERFORMANCE NOTES (Cont’d) 
Dynamics notation 
Values in between are notated with a ‘tilde’ in between two consecutive dynamic markings 
e. g.: mf ~ f , pp ~ p etc. 
Values in quotes are context dependent: either the instruments capabilities or the global sound 
e. g.: ‘ f ’, ‘ mf ’ etc. 
Two values notated with a dash in between indicate lower and upper limits of a dynamic range involving a note/passage 
e. g.: ‘ p - f ’, ‘ pp - mf ’ etc. 
 
Accidentals 




Please refer to the Appendices for individual instructions for instruments. 
 
The Electronic Part 
The electronic part is notated on the top two staves along with a time display in seconds in order to make the piece easier to rehearse. 
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AMPLIFICATION, PLAYBACK & LIVE SOUND SET UP 
Below is a list for necessary equipment/gear 
A 16-channel mixing board with insert/send effects such as EQ, reverb, compression, limiter etc.  
A laptop with a digital audio workstation (DAW) installed in order to play the electronics and the click track back, and to project the video with. 
An audio interface with at least three line level outputs in order to route the signal from the laptop to the mixing board. 
Three headphone amplifier with level controls (conductor, pianist, percussionist). 
Headphones/earbuds for the conductor, the pianist, and the percussionist. 
Stage monitoring for the conductor and the pianist with level controls. 
Projection for video. 
Portable or mounted stage lighting with three different color options.  
 
Instrument microphones 
One high quality instrument microphone for each: Flute, oboe, clarinet/bass clarinet*, violin, violoncello. 
*Bass clarinet might require a goose-neck small diaphragm mic if used with an analog effects pedal. 
Two pairs of small-diaphragm overhead condenser mics for the grand piano and percussion set up. 
DI box for the Bass Station II. 
 
The composer will do live mixing on the mixing board and control the playback when possible. 
The overall sound needs to be lightly compressed. A monolithic sound with a slight sense of ducking  
and a wide stereo image is desired. 
 
For questions, please contact the composer at muratcolakmusic@gmail.com   










a - korridor / karaoke mahshar - 19' 38''
b - rod modell - 09' 03''
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* With the hair and 






































loud - f ∼ ff 







f ∼ ff 
 Elec.
Vln.








pp mf ∼ f  - very stable
mf ∼ f 
a little
?
Only the most important parameters are going to be notated
in the electronics part. Many minor details in the texture, rhythm











the body of the piano resonates *
until the resonance dies
 
*  If there are no dynamic markings, neither downward 
    arrows, the pedal is depressed nrmally/silently.
* 'Tilde(∼)' means 'somewhere around the ordinary bow position'. 
    The performer needs to place the bow on a spot where the 
    subtone is executable.
Vln.
&















the body of the piano resonates *
*  If there are no dynamic markings or arrows, 




















* 'Tilde(∼)' means 'somewhere around the ordinary bow position'. 
    The performer needs to place the bow on a spot where the 



















































f ∼ ff - organic
mf ∼ f 
a little
























* The reibestock will be used as a (the) 
   drum stick throughout the piece.
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02' 22.5'' 02' 37.5''
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continuous increase in loudness
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mp ∼ mf 






( f ∼ ff )
ff
a little
mf f ∼ ff - organic




























- no vib. at all
- breathe when necessary
blend in with the synth drone




- open/cymbals do not touch




- rub reibestock 
   on the edge to create 
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( f ∼ ff )
mp ∼ mf - organic mf ∼ f 
f ∼ ff mf























- semi-open/cymbals barely touch
- w/bow
l. v.
- open/cymbals do not touch
- on the bell w/ the tip of thebow
∑ ∑
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f ∼ ff - organic
o
mf ∼ f 
pp mp
o
f ∼ ff 
a little


























- open/cymbals do not touch
- on the bell w/ the side (not the tip) 
   of the reibestock
- open
- on the surface 
   w/ the tip
3:2e
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f ∼ ff 
mp ∼ mf 
o
p ∼ mp - as stable as possible 
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mf - very stable
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pp - very soft - as stable as possible


































- no vib. at all - drone













- rub the tip of the reibestock on the surface of the cymbal
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79 83 86























































































- rub reibestock 
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p ∼ mp - organic/varied
( pp )
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' p - mf ' - organic
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mf ∼ f - organic
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until the resonance dies
• give the bow a little freedom within the area between Ordinario and Sul Pont.
• a little variety in harmonic/timbral content on each bowing is very welcome
  timbral organicity is essential 
• the click track should be followed strictly, nevertheless, sense of temporal 






• cresc./decresc. happen within the 
   indicated framework of loudness  
   (mf-f) unless a new dynamic is notated.
(hair+wood) 
h+w
• 'h / w / h+w' apply  until a change is notated
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( p ∼ mp )





p ∼ mp - organic/varied
( ppp )
o
pp - very soft
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very little





mf ∼ f - organic
a little










































































































































































































• give the bow a little freedom within the area between Ordinario and Sul Pont.
• a little variety in harmonic/timbral content on each bowing is very welcome
  timbral organicity is essential 
• the click track should be followed strictly, nevertheless, sense of temporal 
  organicity at a minimal level should be present






(hair + wood) 
h+w
L
• cresc./decresc. happen within the 
   indicated framework of loudness  
   (mf-f) unless a new dynamic is notated.
• 'h / w / h+w' apply  until a change is notated
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pp - very soft
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ppp ppp mp mp mf mp mf
no sound intended
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pp - very soft
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mf  - audible
a little













' p - mf ' - organic
mf mp mp p mp p p mp p p pp mp
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p ∼ mp - organic/varied
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Octave: 0 Fine: -50 Cents
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' ff ' - as loud as possible' ff ' ' ff ' ' ff ' 
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mp ∼ mf 
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Pick two different @ngerings (I to be conventional & II to be alternate) for the same note and change 


































Pick two different @ngerings (I to be conventional & II to be alternate) for the same note and change 















































- rub reibestock 
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f - very stable f

















f - very stable












































































































































































- on the bell
- tightly closed
- reibestock on the edge
~~~~~~
- tightly closed
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f a bit louder ff f
ff f
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mf ∼ f 
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mf - very stable
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sine tone arpeggio - Fm9 Chord

































































































Octave up to 0 SYNTH
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w/pitch wheel
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f - very stable
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Pick two different @ngerings (I to be conventional & II to be alternate) for the same note and change 
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mf ∼ f - organic
f - extremely stable
mf ∼ f - organic
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- on the bell
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Osc. Filter Mod 20 80 20
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mf ∼ f 
p mf 
mf mp




mf ∼ f - as stable as possible
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mf ∼ f - loud enough - as stable as possible
f mf ∼ f - stable 
a little
mf - stable
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mp ∼ mf 
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mp ∼ mf - as stable as possible 
( mf ∼ f )
a little
mf - as stable as possible
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mp ∼ mf - as stable as possible 
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mp  - as stable as possible
pp ∼ p 
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pp mp ∼ mf 
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mp  - as stable as possible
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mp  - as stable as possible
slowly to nothing
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mp  - stable 
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p ∼ mp - as stable as possible pp
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p ∼ mp - as stable as possible
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Volume back to max
Mixer: Osc 2 to 255(max) - White Noise to 30
∑
Filter Slope Switch: 12dB
Filter Frequency: 65
Resonance: 70
Osc Filter Mod: 0
Distortion: 30 Octave: -2
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Gradual High Pass Filter Sweep
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expect it to repeat often, 








grab the reibestock w/ one hand
∑
baking paper
place your hands on the paper
(touching it w/ the palms)
∑
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make continous noise w/ your palm and /ngers
analogous to that of a vinyl crackle
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Synth Stab
expect it to repeat often, it won't be notated.
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'ff ' - as loud as possible
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'mf ' - clearly audible - as stable as possible
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&
-
machine-like  - pumping/bellow/fan
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
&
∑ ∑
w/ out the reed
?
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
/
˘˘ ˘˘ ˘˘ ˘˘ ˘˘ ˘˘ ˘˘ ˘˘ ˘˘ ˘˘ ˘˘ ˘˘ ˘˘ ˘˘ ˘˘ ˘˘ ˘˘ ˘
picc. wood.
low bongo *
* As for the bongos, the performer has the freedom/initiative 
to hit the edge or the center of the drums as wished/felt.
When necessary 'c' for the center, 'e' for the edge is indicated
above the notes. 
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/nd a clear pitch and hold it - be very gentle
è è è è è è è è
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 ' f '
' mf ' ' f ' 'mf ' 
f
mf - clearly audible
o
mf - very stable
R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R R
&
gradually to pitch
- - - - - -
 to pitch + air
- - - -
 to pitch 
- - - - - - - - - - -
gradually to pitch











˘˘ ˘˘ ˘˘ ˘˘ ˘˘ ˘˘ ˘˘ ˘˘ ˘˘ ˘˘ ˘˘ ˘˘ ˘˘ ˘˘ ˘˘ ˘˘ ˘˘ ˘˘ ˘˘
- Ω
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9th Harmonic. (/nd the node from which you can also approach the 5th Harmonic on II)
- -
o
)<#> )# 8$ 8$ 8$ œ œ œ œ œ# œ œ œ œ œ œ 8$ 8$# 8$ 8$ 8$ 8$ 8$ 8$ œ œ# œ œ œ œ œ
‰ Œ Œ ‰
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' ff ' - as loud as possible
pp - very soft
' ff ' - as loud as possible
pp - very soft
mf pp
ff
mf ∼ f mf ∼ f 
f












 ' f '
'mf ' ' f ' 'mf ' 
ff
' f ' 
ff











- - - - - - - - - -
gradually to air
- - - - -
gradually to pitch
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5th Harm.
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mf ∼ f mf ∼ f 
mf ∼ f mf ∼ f 
mf ∼ f 
mf ∼ f 







(mf ∼ f )


















to air + pitch
- - - - - - -
R
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mf ∼ f 
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mf f mp mp
mf
mf ∼ f - very stable - accompaniment
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mf ∼ f 
ff mf ∼ f
o
f






mf ∼ f 
ff mf ∼ f ff
a little
ff






















mf ∼ f 




mf ∼ f - loud enough for a melody




mf ∼ f 
ff - as possible
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singing/ verse 1
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( mf ∼ f )
ff
ff 
mf ∼ f  f 
mf ∼ f 
ff
mf ∼ f 
ff




mf ∼ f 
mf ∼ f 
ff
mf ∼ f f mf ∼ f ff
mf ∼ f 
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œ# ™ œ œ#
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œ# œ œµ œ
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mf ∼ f 
f
mf ∼ f 
ff




mf ∼ f 
mf ∼ f 
f
mf ∼ f 
ff
mf ∼ f 
mf ∼ f
mf 







mf ∼ f 
f
mf ∼ f 
( mf ∼ f )
mf ∼ f ff mf ∼ f
ff mf ∼ f
mf ∼ f
( mf ∼ f )
mf ∼ f ff
mf ∼ f
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16' 45'' 16' 57''
319
321 326
mf ∼ f 
f mf ∼ f 
f
mf ∼ f 
mf ∼ f ff
mf ∼ f 
f
mf ∼ f 
pp - very soft
mf ∼ f 
ff
mf ∼ f






( mf ∼ f )
mf ∼ f mf ∼ f 
mp
mf ∼ f 
f
mf ∼ f 
mp
mf ∼ f 
ff
mf ∼ f
mp mf ∼ f 
f
mf ∼ f 
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17' 09'' 17' 15'' 17' 18'' 17' 21''
327 331
334
























mf ∼ f - blend in with the texture
a little
f - stick out a little




(mf ∼ f )
ff
mf ∼ f 
ff mf ∼ f 
o
(mf ∼ f )
ff mf ∼ f 
ff
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17' 24'' 17' 36''
I
336 337 340 342
mf ∼ f
ff mf ∼ f
mf ∼ f
ff mf ∼ f
mf ∼ f
ff mf ∼ f
mf ∼ f ff mf ∼ f
mf ∼ f
ff mf ∼ f
mf ∼ f















































with very little/natural vibrato 
- -
-








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































œ œ œ œ ™
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(mf ∼ f )
mf ∼ f
ff mf ∼ f
(mf ∼ f )
f 
mf ∼ f
ff mf ∼ f
(mf ∼ f )
f - a bit louder
mf ∼ f
ff mf ∼ f
mf ∼ f
(mf ∼ f )
ff
mf ∼ f mf ∼ f
ff mf ∼ f
(mf ∼ f )
f - a bit louder mf ∼ f
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ff mf ∼ f





ff mf ∼ f
mf ∼ f
f mf ∼ f f mf ∼ f
ff
mf ∼ f
ff mf ∼ f
 f
mf ∼ f
f mf ∼ f
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mp ∼ mf - blend in with the texture
mf ∼ f
f - stick out a little
mf ∼ f
f - a bit louder mf ∼ f
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œ œ œ œ ™
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( mp ∼ mf  ) mf ∼ f - lauder
f
little by little to mp
mp
f - organic ff





































































- - - -
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ppp - very soft - inaudible
mp ∼ mf - background
o















































































(put the sizzle on - optional)
?
‹
Frequency 100 Osc. Filter Mod
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f ∼ ff continous decrease in loudness
Rod MoDelL 
19' 38.5''








mf ∼ f 
o
p mf ∼ f 
o




ff mf ∼ f - organic
fff
f - organic
fff f - organic
a little









































* Please refer to patch specs.
∑
Patch presets will load automatically. 
The performer won't have to rearrange any other 
parameter than the ones mentioned here since






























































































































































































































































































































































































mf ∼ f 
o
p mf ∼ f 
o
p mf ∼ f 
o
p
mf ∼ f 
o
p
mf ∼ f 
o
pp mf
mf ∼ f - organic
a little
( f )











palm up - depress w/ 4 /ngers 































































































































put the bow down remove all preparation
∑ ∑ ∑
&













































































































































































































continous decrease in loudness
: ;
: ;











mf ∼ f 
o
p mf ∼ f 
o




p mf p p ∼ mp p ∼ mp p ∼ mp - as stable as possible

































- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
machine-like, bassline
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≈ Ó ‰
œb œ œ œ œ
≈ Ó ≈
™
œb œ œ œ œ œ
≈ ≈
™
œœ œ œ œ œ
≈ ‰
œ œ œ œ œ
≈ ≈
™
œœ œ œ œ œ
≈ ‰
œ œ œ œ œ
≈ ≈
™
œœ œ œ œ œ
≈ ‰
œ œ œ œ œ
≈ ≈
™
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continous increase in loudness
: ; : ;









mp - a little louder - as stable as possible mp ∼ mf - a little louder - as stable as possible
o
 mp  mp ∼ mf  mp ∼ mf  mp ∼ mf  mp ∼ mf
ff




































































* Pitch wheel 
* The pitch wheel controls 13 semitones. The pitch wheel
   should be moved up and down completely unless it's a
   glissando of less than 13 semi-tones.
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œœ œ œ œ œ
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( mf ∼ f )
21' 46.5''
22' 02.5'' 20' 14.5''
424
428 431










mf - almost the same level with the synth - as stable as possible
 mf - a little louder
( mf ∼ f ) p ∼ mp max volume
mf ∼ f 
( mf ∼ f )
a little
reverberated snap






mf ∼ f - organic
≥
-
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mf ∼ f - a little louder - trace synth's level  f - a little louder - trace synth's level





G G G G G G
/
mf ∼ f - organic
≥
-
palm up - 4 /ngers 2 /ngers 4 /ngers




- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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gradually up to 120
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 f - a little louder - present - solo










(mf ∼ f )
4 /ngers
2 /ngers 4 /ngers
?
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 ( f )
 mf
o
mf ∼ f 
o
mf ∼ f 
4
4
G G G G G G
/
2 /ngers
mf ∼ f 
≥
-
mp ∼ mf - organic
4 /ngers (palm up) palm down










- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
to b-Jat clarinet
- - - - -
/
(same con/g.)
















































































gradually up to  220
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™
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 ( f )
mf ∼ f - a little softer
 mf - a little softer
( mf ∼ f )
( mf ∼ f )
a little
f - similar level with the synth



























































































 down to 200
200
Frequency
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mp ∼ mf - a little softer mp
p ∼ mp p
mf ∼ f
o
(mf ∼ f )
(mf ∼ f )
( f )






















































 down to 130
130
Distortion
 down to 0
0
Frequency
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Œ Œ
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œ œ œ
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f ∼ ff 
pp
mf ∼ f 
o
pp mf ∼ f 
mf - as stable as possible
f ∼ ff 
mf ∼ f 
o
p mf ∼ f 
mp mf ∼ f 
o
f ∼ ff 
o
mf ∼ f 
(mf ∼ f )
mf ∼ f
f f
(mf ∼ f )
( f )
o
f ∼ ff 
f










































∑ ∑ ∑ ∑
whetstone - sun-sword










 down to 80
80
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slowly add a little vib.
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Ó Œ









œ œ œ œn œ œn œ œ œ œ œ
Œ ‰
œB œ œ œ
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Œ
œ œ
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Œ Œ ‰ Œ Œ Œ Æ
J
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( mf ∼ f )
o








( mf ∼ f )
o













( mf ∼ f )
ppp mp
f f
( mf ∼ f )
f
mf ∼ f f
mf ∼ f 
( f )
very little
mf ∼ f 
f
mf ∼ f 
f
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J
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- rub the tip of the reibestock on the surface of the cymbal
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